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Princeton, Kentucky, Thursday, June 3, 1943
Killed In Tank Accident
At Camp Campbell

789 Tons Of Iron Shipped
Caldwell county has elready shipped 189 tons of
scrap iron . . . and first
grade iron at that, as a
summer salvage contribution
to the Nation's war effort,
Chairman Mark Cunningham reported Wednesday.
The auspicious start for the
county on the new salvage
campaign launched by State
Salvage
headquarters
in
April, was gained by virture
of the Illinois Central Rail-

Vocational Education
Division Institutes
Project To Aid Women
In Canning

road shipping foiir carloads
of rails, Mr. Cuningham said.
With farmers busier than
ever before . . . when rains
permit, the contribution of
the I. C. is all the more appreciated, the salvage chairman said, for without it, the
county would have been unable to make a creditable
showing before mid-summer..
The present salvage drive is
aimed almost exclusively at

Number 48
Succeeds Byrnes

the rural districts.
Miss Nancy Scrugham,
chairman for collection of
nylon and silk hose, reports
she still needs 10 pounds to
make her quota for shipment.
One truck load of tin cans
was collected in May, Merle
Drain, in charge of this salvage work said, and regular
monthly collection will be
made June 18.
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While the songbirds he loved sang sweetly and flowers in the lovely garden of the
home which gave him much of Heaven here
on earth bloomed .and shed their fragrance
abundantly over the soft and peaceful
scene, a large concourse of sorrowing friends
gathered around Shell Smith and his beloved family while a minister of God paid
fitting tribute to the man so many here
respected and loved.
And so, from this beautiful setting, passed a fond and devoted husband and father,
an able business executive whose dealings
were always fair, a man who held the esteem
of the entire community for his good works
and deeds . . . but most of all, it seems to
this writer, one who, because so many called
him "friend", will be missed sorely from the
bank and the other business places which
knew him well.
And the hearts of his fellows are burdened greatly as they face the future without
Shell Smith„ who truly attained greatness
as men measure a man.

Distinguished Kentuckian
Wins Signal Honor
Hon. Fred M. Vinson, known far and wide
as one of the ablest men in the National
House of Representatives during his 14
years of service there as Representative of
the old Eighth Kentucky district, and for
the last 5 years judge of the District United
States District Court of Appeals, Washington, D. C., has been honored by President
Roosevelt in being named to succeed former
Justice James M. Byrnes as Economic
Stabilization Director, which post carries
with it membership on the six-man supercabinet which is to direct the home front's
part of the war.
As he himself said when the President's
directive came to him, he will leave his
judicial post "with deepest feeling"; and
this is but natural as his appointment was
for life and his work greatly to his liking.
But the call "was of such nature it left no
alternative" and so, Kentucky gives another
distinguished and proven son to fill one of
the most important posts in the national
wartime service; and is proud of this signal
recognition.
Several times Fred Vinson has been projected prominently into Kentucky's gubernatorial picture, and within the last few
months a determined effort was made to
prevail upon him to enter the Democratic
primary this year. He rejected pleas of
friends who felt he could win the difficult
post and perform most ably as Governor in
what promises to be perhaps the most difficult period in the State's long history.
Fred Vinson is a man's man, a former
member of the Lexington baseball team in
the old Bluegrass League, experienced and
exceptionally well posted in intricate details of federal fiscal policies, especially in
matters of internal revenue and taxation.
He will have far weightier problems to
solve as Economic Stabilization Director
than those with which he has coped so
successfully through his long and distinguished career and his legion of friends
and admirers back home in Kentucky have
confidence he will earn new laurels for himself and reflect great credit upon the State
in the high post to which the President has
seen fit to call him.

Research At U. of K.
A large part of the University of Kentucky's efforts always has been expended in
research of especial value to the State and
with coming of war, these activities have
taken on increased importance. Close cooperation has been maintained with various
State and governmental agencies, war
boards and emergency organizations.
Usual research of the University's agricultural divisions, carried on through the
Experiment Station in Lexington, and
through sub-stations located at Quicksand,
in Breathitt county, and Princeton, in
Caldwell county, has been supplemented by
investigations leading to increased food
production, meeting needs of new living
conditions.
In the College of Engineering, important researches in metallurgy, construction
materials and aeronautical engineering are
being carried out. The Wenner-Gren aeronautical laboratory, perhaps the most elaborately equipped building of its kind in the

world, is being devoted exclusively to government research.
Experiments in the behavior of ferritic
steels at low temperatures are being carried
out for the War Production Board by the
Department of Metallurgy.
The College of Commerce is cooperating,
through the work of one of its staff members who is making a study of taxation for
the United States Treasury.
Educational research on the improvement
of the programs in Kentucky schools is carried on through the Bureau of School Service which, with aid from the Alfred P. Sloan
Foundation, has begun practical work in development of better dietary conditions
among rural low-income groups where unrealized opportunities exist,
The Bureau of Business Research, Bureau
of Government Research, Bureau of Source
Materials in Higher Education, and Child
Guidance Service are all engaged in important research activities.
Practically every University department
is working along one or more lines of independent investigation, rendering a great
service to State and Nation.

Other Editors Say
Thank Chandler
For a Showdown
Like the late Will Rogers used to say—
and, how we could use him now !—all we
know is what we see in the papers. And
anyone who reads the papers is bound to
observe the difference between the hairtearing editorial attacks on Senator Chandler and Prime Minister Churchill's calm assurance and good humor in his talk about
Britain's part in the war in the Pacific.
It didn't seem that Mr. Churchill wanted
to muzzle anybody. He didn't call anybody a
wrecker, or accuse anybody of treason for
even mentioning the subject. On the contrary, he gave the impression of being on
familiar ground in answering criticism.
Does it take an Old World politician to
give some violent partisan patriots an example of democracy? Maybe Mr. Churchill's
brand is a more mature type of statecraft.
All his life he has been close to the British
government. That institution, the eighthgrade history books say, is the shining
creation of a free people—the oldest existing sample of self-government in this sorry
old dictator-ridden world.
Somehow the government that Mr.
Churchill represents has become linked, in
the popular mind, with the British character. It is a matter of record that the English
were the first people ever to make a habit
of telling their rulers where to head in, and
get away with it. In the British Parliament
—we observe by reading the papers—discussion of public policies, criticism of the
government, often, in peace and in war,
persists even today. We get the idea that it
is an ancient and esteemed prerogative, dating back to the Magna Charta and King
John.
Well, anyway, Mr. Churchill in his masterful handling of the question certainly gave
some of his admirers a lesson in statesmanship. Without screaming at Chandler or
anyone else, he calmly assured everybody
that the British military leaders gathered
in Washington "have not traveled all this
way simply to concern themselves about the
health and happiness of the Mikado of
Japan."
The British head-man pledged that his
country would fight until the cities of Japan
are in ashes.
If that is a showdown, then let Happy
Chandler be thanked for his talk in the
Senate. He didn't say a thing, anyhow, that
a lot of people haven't been thinking. People
are pretty mad at the Japs. It was they,
remember, who at Pearl Harbor and Bataan
handed us the mightiest defeats ever dealt
this nation in arms!
"Doubt and disunity." Phooey! If things
like this can't be discussed, then the union
of the United Nations must be weak indeed.
What do some people think this hookup
with Britain is, anyway? Something cooked
up by Roosevelt and Churchill as a matter
of convenience and expediency? It is something much older, and not invented by present-day Washington.
It is a kinship of people with instincts of
self-government, and of free speech' for
themselves and their elected representatives.
—(Shelby News)
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By Jack Stinnett
Associated Press Features
Washington.—In an effort to t;,.
last great labor reservoir in the
try, the Women's Bureau of the De.
partment of Labor has just finished an
amazing and amusing survey.
Seeking to find what peacetim.
e
pursuits, hobbies and household dutie3
basically equipped women for wort
on the victory lines, the bureau really
made some discoveries.
For example, if you have ever sewed
on buttons or made button holes with
your sewing machine, you are practic.
ally a spot welder. Any operator of an
electric sewing machine is in fair way
to become a parachute maker.
Those women who have fine en.
broidery or tinkered away at making
their own jewelry or worked in eDi.
tume jewelry factories can assemble
time fuses, radio tubes and the delicate
control instruments used on airplane
and submarines with hardly more thin
a refresher course.
Any lady of the house or kitchen
maid who has polished silver on in
electric buffer can find a place on
a score of assembly lines—the job
called burring.
The bureau found that this nation
of household gadgeteers and hobbyist'
have been equipping the female of the
species for years to step right onto assembly lines and in many instancet
master the stint much faster than their
husbands ever could.
Back of that is perhaps the reason
why women, barred by masculine prejudice from most factory jobs when
war broke out, have literally set the
male sneerers back on their heels with
the speed with which they have be
come highly proficient in all industries
from light to heavy.
A woman may have to be mechanic.
ally minded to run a lathe or milling
machine, but any one who has done a
fair job at sorting dried beans or hr.
ries can inspect and sort small maitions parts and some of the best women inspectors today had no more
preliminary education than a reputation for keeping their houses spotlessly clean.
One amusing find that the bureau
made is that women who meticulously
follow recipes in cooking, measuring
out ingredients to the last facliesS
make the most proficient shell loaders
There are many women who run
their sheets through electric mangles
on wash-Mondays. It's only slightly
different from operating a blueprint
machine and there isn't an instrument
of war that doesn't require thousands
of blueprints.
Through the U. S. ernploymet
bureaus, which do the hiring, allocation and make arrangement for free
training school attendance, the W0
men's Bureau is really driving hard to
replace the 12,000 men a day pour.
ing into the armed services.
Their "aptitude survey" promises to
be a big stride toward answering that
question often asked by housewives
and female hobbyists: "But what could
I do?"
If you've never done more than
roll a baby carriage in the park, PI
can push parts and tool bi-, around
a factory. It's as simple as

News representing lives, ho
the populace of
ho made up ago and recorded
ost 40 years
-Week Leader of t
t Twice-A
The a
egular Leader feature.
rineeton reporters, shortly at

•

Henry Ford (right) and his wife (veiled) are shown leaving
Christ Church in Grosse Pointe, Mich., after the body of their
only son, Edsel, had been carried into a hearse on its way to
—AP Telemat
Woodlawn cemetery.

Pennyrile PostsCripts
This is a funny world,
Its wonders never cease;
All "civilized" people are at war,
All sevages are at peace.
—Christian Herald.
Four sweet-'n-pretty high school
girls have been helping The Leader
this week . . . and their conversation,
while folding some printed matter,
would be a liberal education if one
had time to listen. Besides being quite
decorative, Misses Jean Ratliff, Susie
Sparks, Anna Pruett and Mary Nell
Farmer, have stepped up production
here appreciably and their contribution is much appreciated by the shorthanded Leader force.
Mrs. S. 0. Catlett, prominent in
women's club circles in Princeton and
for years a member of the editorial
staff when the paper belonged to her
family, is back in The Leader office
to help handle the growing volume of
news and business here. Mrs. Catlett
knows Princeton and Caldwell county
people, many whys and wherefores
with which others here are totally
unfamiliar, will be a great help in
getting out an improved newspaper.

1*,

Continued rains are very discouraging to Victory gardeners and farmers
alike . , . One experienced farmer
told Pennyriler this week the food
outlook grows daily grimmer. He said
this year's crops would be about half
last year's, and that the large surplus
held in storage at this time in 1942,
has disappeared. Advised everybody
to can all the food possible.
Mayor W. L. Cash, voicing disapproval of sale by the State of the
Jones-Keeney Game Refuge in Caldwell county, proved again he is always
quick to act in the interests of this
community. The Division of Game and
Fish wants to dispose of this tract in
order to more efficiently use its funds
for propagation of wildlife in a central hatchery and refuge near Frankfort.
Back about 1927, George Tomlinson,
Winchester, was district governor of
Rotary. George, an exceedihgly conscientious gentleman and thoroughly
"sold" on Rotary, employed the following verse in urging club members
to keep up their personal contacts,
and with excellent effect:
Around the Corner
Around the corner, I have a friend
In this great city that has no end,
Yet days go by and weeks rush on,
And before I know it, a year is gone.
And I never see my old friend's face,
For life is a swift and terrible race.
He knows that I like him just as well
As in the days when I rang his bell
And he rang mine; we were younger
then„
And now we are busy, tired men,
Tired with playing a foolish game,
Tired with trying to make a name.
"Tomorrow," I say, "I will call on Jim,
Just to show I am thinking of him."
But tomorrow comes and tomorrow
goes,
And the distance between us grows
and grows
. . Around the corner, yet miles
away . . .
"Here's a telegram. Jim died today."
That's what we get, and deserve, in
the end,
Around the corner, a vanished friend.
Hunters are out of luck for the

By G. M. P.

duration, unless a ban placed upon
all ammunition for sportsmen last
weekend is lifted . . . So donl expect game to help solve your meat
problems this autumn. Nothing is said
about whether it will be permissible
to trap rabbits, tho this is done in
some western states.
Cellophane will soon disappear from
cigaret packages . . . and not a few
smokers will be pleased, tho the
smokes are supposed to be kept moist
and therefore better by the extra
jacket. Unless you carry a pocket
knife or are very careful, you can
ruin a package of cigarets just taking
the cellophane off. Personally, I prefer
risking some "dry" smokes.

CHILD HEALTH:

Home Is The Best
Place For Mother
By Dr. Martha M. Eliot, Associate
Chief, Children's Bureau U. S.
Department of Labor
Associated Press Features
A young woman said to me the
other day: "I wonder if you could tell
me what to do with my baby after
he's born. You see, my boss says he
can't find another good secretary in
wartime. He hopes I'll come back. And
I would, except that I don't know
whom to trust with baby!"
Well, I'll tell you, my friend: trust
yourself! Your boss may need you,
but your baby will need you too, and
in more ways than one. He'll be dependent on you for the care that
means health, for the interest and affection that will enable his mind to
unfold properly.
You should nurse the baby if you
possibly can. If you nurse him he will
have a safe wartime food supply. But
remember a newborn baby has emotional as well as physical needs; if
these are met his adaption to the
world is happier than if they are not.
As he lies in your arms, your baby
will have that sense of security that is
important to his emotional development. At feeding time, especially during the early months of her baby's
life, the mother has a good opportunity to hold and fondle him.
You have gone to the trouble of having this baby; do give him a fair
chance to live and to develop normally. Unless you are pushed to it by utter necessity, don't leave him to others! Some women must help meet the
nation's manpower needs. Let the women who have no children do it, or
those whose children are older. You're
like the soldier: you already have your
job cut out for you. Stay home with
baby, at least for the first year or two
ofInhislife.
warum
e, in certain areas, there
has been a shortage of purchaseable
milk suitable for babies. The breastfed baby suffers less than bottle-fed
babies when there are shortages of
proper food. And, another thing, families in this war period are moving
about a great deal. If you should be
obliged to travel with the baby, he
will be safer if you are nursing him.
A baby under a year old is
more
susceptible to disease and to epidemics
than when he is a little older. It is
better for him to be home with
you
than in even the best of day
nurseries
with a number of other babies.
Don't
take risks with him.
There are 679 windows in the
Capitol at Washington.

Army Faster
Than Solons
By Spoon River S,m'
Assocaited Press Features
Just as things got to looking good
in North Africa, a new crisis sprung
up in Washington. Two senate corn.
mittees were racing to see who could
get to the front first. The crisis beinii
that the North Africa fighting might
end before the committees could ge
there.
When a battlefront can be cleaned
up by the Allies before a senate corn?
mittee can get there to investigate
that's progress. Until action gets hots
somewhere else, I reckon the senators
will just have to investigate each
other.
The Army argues these committees
would take up too much shipP
space, not taking into account th
wonders of dehydration.
Personally I favor sending soni
committees from Congress to th
front—as far up front as possible
If we don't get an official elal
on our victories, the war is liable I
get clear out of hand.
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Now at Chicago
Princeton, Aug. 28, 1917--Irl
Stevens who is now stationed i
Chicago on speciial work in con
nection with the I. C., spent Sunday in the city with home folk.
He will be in Chicago two or
three months. • •
•
Buys Farm
Princeton, Aug. 28, I917—Ed
Jones, of Kuttawa, bought the
Forest White Farm, South of this
city, last Friday. Possession will
be given December I. Mr. Jones
is a cousin of Mrs. Wood Irvin,
of this city, also quite a clever
gentleman, and we gladly welcome him as one of our landowners.
•

•

•

Broke His Car
Princeton, Sept. 11, 1917—Hon.
John B. Chilton, Eddyville, while
on his way home Tuesday morning from a business trip to
Christian county, broke some
part of his car between Cadiz
and Gracey, and he was forced
to stop over in Cadiz until yesterday in order to have the repairs made.
• • •
Keeney Promoted
Princeton, Oct. 5, 1917—Henry

Wiliam L. Jones
for State Representative, subject,:
the Democratic Primary
August 7, 1949.
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News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
o made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county alat 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
ujar Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
nceton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote

Dempseys Seek Divorce
st•

Guidepost literary
By John Selby
Associated Press Features

Painfully Hurt
Keeney, of this city, has been
princeton, Aug. 27, 1917—J. A. promoted to Corporal in Baking
egar, the well-known and Co., No. 26, Camp Zachary Tayvet tobacconist, was painfully lor, Louisville. He volunteered
.t last Monday. Mr. Steger from this city in July, going
d Mr. Will Brown were driving from here to Ft. Thomas with
horse and buggy when the Frank Bennett, another Princerse became frightened and ton boy, and is getting along
ied to one side, which caused nicely.
• • •
Stegar to jump from the
ggy just as the horse made a •
Moved to Chicago
Princeton, Oct. 23, 1917—The
ge which knocked him down
d the buggy ran over him. His family of I. B. Tanner moved to
c, left arm, side and leg were Chicago yesterday where they
dly bruised. Mr. Stegar takes will make their home. Mr. Taninjuries good-naturedly, how- ner has been in Chicago since
r, and when asked by his last summer.
• • •
ends the cause of his many
uises, he replies thusly: "Don't
Red Cross Notes
a married man."
Princeton, Nov. 27, 1917—On
u know I am
• • •
Wednesday of this week there
Chicago
Now at
will be assembled at the apartPrinceton, Aug. 28, 1917—Irl ment of Mrs. Lizzie Terry, 100
evens who is now stationed in sweaters, 100 waistlets, 100
cago on special work in con- scarfs, 100 pairs of socks, which
tion with the I. C., spent Sun- will soon be doing service in
y in the city with home folk. France and in the great Amerie will be in Chicago two or can Army Camps, keeping some
of the finest types of American
et-months.
• • •
manhood warm in their time of
Buys Farm
toil and sacrifice.
• • •
Princeton, Aug. 28, 1917—Ed
Hannah Williams D e mpsey
of Kuttawa, bought the
Pleasant Social
(above), wife of former heavyorest White Farm, South of this
Princeton, Nov. 30, 1917—The
weight champion Jack Dempsey,
ty, last Friday. Possession will social given last evening at the
given December 1. Mr. Jones home of Mr. and Mrs. W. C. arrives at the supreme court
a cousin of Mrs. Wood Irvin, Waggoner on Washington and building in White Plains, N. Y.,
for the trial of divorce action
I this city, also quite a clever Seminary streets by the ladies
entleman, and we gladly wel- of the Central Presbyterian started by her husband. Dempsef
I I e him
as one of our land- Church, proved a delightful has charged his wife with intimacies and named two men as
wners.
event and was well attended.
co-respondents.
• . •
—AP Telemat
The handsome Waggoner home
Doughboys Go Fishing
Broke His Car
was beautifully lighted and preWellington, N. Z. (iP)—The
Princeton. Sept. 11, 1917—Hon. sented an inviting appearance. Alsatian Sent To Jail
deep-sea fishing waters round
ohn B. Chilton, Eddyville, while Ice cream and cake were served, For Speaking French
n his way home Tuesday morn- with miniature turkeys as souveStockholm 013)—A barber in the coast of the northern part of
g from a business trip to nirs, to the pleasure of all. Music
Alsace
was sent to a concentra- New Zealand which attracted
hristian county, broke some solos, quartettes and general convisitors from all parts of the
art of his car between Cadiz versation constituted the even- tion camp for six weeks by the
ad Gracey, and he was forced ing's source of general entertain- Nazis because he spoke French. world before the war are now
stop over in Cadiz until yest- ment.
The detention was intended "for a favorite resort of American
rday in order to have the rehis education" Strassburger Neu- servicement on leave.
airs made.
The Leader is the most power- este Nachrichten said.
• • •
ful advertising medium in existA 500-pound bale of cotton
Keeney Promoted
ence . . . so far as this trade
The mountain laurel is the fiber yields 140 pounds of vegePrinceton, Oct. 5, 1917—Henry area is concerned.
state flower of Connecticut.
table oil for food.

WE CLOSE AT NOON THURSDAYS
DURING JUNE,JULY And AUGUST

NECESSITIES For A Cool Comfortable Summer
Men's & Boys' ATHLETIC SHIRTS

39cea.

Combed Cotton
and Mercerized

Men's Broadcloth
SHORTS

MEN'S GRIPPER SHORTS
2 and 3 Grippers

3Yea.

The Washington National Monument at Washington, D. C., is
555 feet high.

SERVICE MEN
Do your want your man in service to read his home-

town paper when he is on duty overseas? If so, it is necessary that you start his subscription while he is still in
camp in this country.

Already many families have been disappointed that
they cannot order subscriptions for their men overseas but
government regulations have forbidden us to enter an
overseas subscription unless the soldier himself requests
the paper on a form signed by his commanding officer—all
of which involves a great deal of red tape and unlimited
time, in war. So much red tape and time in fact that the
war will be over before many of them could make arrange-

fast.

HOWEVER IF YOUR SOLDIER IS RECEIVING HIS

Tie Ends Elastic Ends
Fancy Colors
Sizes 30 to 42

Elastic Side- Broadcloth
or Print
Sizes 30 to 44

Men's Cool
DRESS SHIRTS STRAWS
$149
$149

".;

cakh,

Sport Belts
Suspenders

4904

If

PAPER BEFORE HE LEAVES THE UNITED STATES
IT WILL FOLLOW HIM WHEREVER HE GOES. The
letters we have had from these boys attest to the joy the
hometown paper brings them. The Leader is now going
into all parts of the world except the German and Japanese
occupied lands and we are prophesying that eventually it
will go into these places just as at this time it is following
some Caldwell county lads into Tunisia.

Cool and Airy

Men's Summer
ANKLETS

.
to 0

niam L. Jones
cpresentative, subject
ect
atic Primary el

Kilsoo K. Haan (above), Washington representative of the Korean National Front Federation
and Sino-Korean Peoples' League
testified at Washington before
the House immigration committee, saying he had information
that the Japs would try for a
landing in the United States this
summer.
—AP Telemat

ments, they are such distances from home and move so

39c
Solid White Broadcloth, also

Says laps Will Attack U.S.

To Families Of

MEN'S JOCKEY SHORTS

25c to 49c -

1 Popular Patterns In

on the terms of peace yet did not
understand how dangerous it was
that Japan be given the German
islands in the PacIiic: he even
supported the "disaster" of disarmament.
But through the years he has
learned, and what he now believes he puts into potent words.
We shall have a foreign policy
when we shall have balanced our
power against our foreign commitments. Our self-interest must
in the future find its guarantees
in what Mr. Lippmann calls a
nuclear alliance of ourselves,
Britain, Russia, and as she becomes a great power, China. This
alliance might still fail should we
not also recognize the independence and rights of the rest of
the world, because an overbearing attitude toward any less
powerful country automatically
leads toward a change of balance and re-alignment of sympathies within and without the
"nuclear alliance", and thus to
the beginning of strain and of
disintegration.
This is the meat of Mr. Lippmann's little book, but not a
summary of its content. It is on
the must list for early summer.

"U. S. Foreign Policy: Shield Of
The Republic," by Walter
Lippmann
Of all the pundits who tell us
in daily capsules what to think
about this and that, Walter Lippmann Is perhaps most serious.
Instead of humor he has one of
the cleanest styles currently being displayed; instead of cleverness, he has logic. Mr. Lippmann's logic is so firm that he
can even see obvious things and
state them usefully. Few columnists can.
It is too much to hope that
every American public servant
throughout the hemisphere will
read Mr. Lippmann'a "U. S. Foreign Policy: Shield of the Republic," but it might help in the
years to come if only they would.
Here, without one extra word or
one needless attitude, is a blueprint of this country's future.
Mr. Lippmann begins with a
confession. He did not, in the
first place, see that the United
States has had no foreign policy
Cotton is America's largest sinfor the last half century; he did gle source of vegetable oil.
not see the revolutionary effect
of the Spanish-American War on
The first practical lawn mowour country; he did not under- er was invented in 1868.
stand how the first World War
Sulfanilamide was discovered
Lt. Comdr. Jack Dempsey, could affect the United States;
(above), former world heavy- he worked with Colonel House by an Austrian scientist in 1908.
weight boxing champion now in
the coast guard, arrives at the
supreme court building in White
Plains, N. Y., for the trial of
divorce action he started against
his wife, the former Hannah
Williams.
—AP Telemat
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Elks Open Office
To Aid Army-Navy
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Personals
Mrs. Clifton Martin left recently for San Francisco, Calif.,
where her husband is stationed
in the Army.
Mrs. Allen McCachen, Farmington, Mich., wap a recent visitor
of friends and relatives here.
James Farmer, who has been
employed in defense work in
Tampa, Florida, spent last weekend with his patents, Mr. and
Mrs. Euen Farmer. He is being
transferred to Bowman Field,
Louisville.
Miss Mary Margaret Johnson,
Evansville, spent last week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Harry Johnson. She has a clerical position in a defense plant
there.
Guy Martin, Chicago, spent
last week-end here. He was accompanied home by his wife and
little daughter, Mary Burt, who
have been visiting Mrs. Martin's
mother, Mrs. J. A. Stegar the
last several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Milton Brown,
Paducah, spent Monday
here
with relatives.
James Harvey Barnes, who is
employed in a defense plant in
Evansville, spent last week-end
here.
Messrs. Aubrey Childress and
Marshall Eldred attended
the
funeral of Mr. Shell R. Smith
here Friday. They were accompanied home by Mrs. Eldred and
son, Marshall Polk and Mrs.
Henry Hale.
Irl Stevens, Chicago, spent
last week-end here with friends
and relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Curry,
Mrs. Frank Craig arid Misses
Pamelia Gordon and Eliza Nall
attended an Eastern Star meeting in Bowling Green Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Vick,
Evansville, spent last week-end
with Mr. Vick's parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Leslie Vick.
Miss Kathryn Laverty, teacher
at Cedar Key, Fla., arrived last
week-end to spend the summer
months with her mother, Mrs.
Roberta Laverty.
Mrs. Bob Powley and Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Schultz left Monday for Louisville after spending
the week-end with relatives.
They were accompanied on the
return trip by Mrs. Durward
Turner and Mrs. Billy Gianinni.

Mr. and Mrs. Lee Beck, of Chicago, are the guests of Mr.
Beck's sister, Mrs. George Stephens and other relatives. Their
son, Billy, who has been attending K. M. I. arrived last weekend and will accompany them
home.
Miss Hilda Pepper, Louisville,
is visiting her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. C. A. Pepper.
James Stegar and daughters,
Martha Ann and Evelyn, are in
Abingdon, Va., visiting
Mrs.
Stegar, who has been there at
the bedside of her father for
several months.
Mrs. Ray Ellis has returned to her home in Madisonville Friday after a visit with
her mother, Mrs. J. A. Stegar
and family.
Louise and Robert Farmer,
New Albany, Ind., are the guests
of Mrs. J. W. L. Blackburn, Hopkinsville street.
Miss Ruth Simpson, Stark, Fla.
accompanied Miss Kathryn Laverty home last week-end for a
visit.
Philip Stevens, Mitchell Clift,
William Jones and Herman Lee
Stephens were in Frankfort on
business one day last week.
Miss Martha Sevison will arVanderbilt
rive Friday from
University, Nashville, to spend
the summer months with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Sevison.
Mrs. R. L. Omer, Black Ford
visited her sister, Miss Madge
Boetler, here last week.
Jackie Williams, Owensboro,
is visiting his grandparents. Mr.
and Mrs. J. S. Williams.
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The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. James Lawrence
Martin, Princeton, Route 2, on
the birth of a daughter, Alice
Jean, June 1.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Prowell,
Princeton, Star Route 6, on the
birth of a daughter, Frances
Josephine, May 31.
Mr. and Mrs. Connie Leo
Davis, Princeton, Route 3, on
the birth of a son, Jewell Leo,
May 25.
Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Orange,
Dawson Springs, Route 3, on the
birth of a son, Jerry Clay, May
29.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Marvin
Goodaker, Princeton, on the
birthday of a daughter, Bonnie
Christine, May 26.

+ At the I-

Churches
OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
E. S. Denton, Pastor
9:45 A.M., Sunday School.
11:00 A.M., "The Power Of
Christ." Sacrament of the Lord's
Supper.
730 P.M., "Conventional Christians."
6:30 Youth Fellowship service.
"No one is equipped to help
others unless something of this
inward power that was in Jesus
is in him also."—R. Calkins.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
Sunday, June 69:45 A.M., The Church School.
10:45 A.M., Morning Service.
Message, The Responsibility of
Hearing."
3:00 P.M., Pioneers meet.
6:30 P.M., Tuxis meets.
7:30 P.M., Evening Hour of
Worship. Meditation: "Christianity Without Miracle."
Wednesday, June 9, 7:30 P.M.,
The Mid-week Fellowship; 8:30
P. M., The Choir rehearses.
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Bible School, 9:45.
Worship, 10:55.
The Communion Service each
Lord's Day. The Sermon by the
Minister.
The Evening Worship, 7:30.
Prayer service Wednesday,
7:30 o'clock, followed by choir
practice.
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Sunday, June 20, we begin an
eight-day meeting with Elvis H.
Huffard preaching. Mr. Huffard
is minister of the Church of
Christ at Rosiclare, Ill.
The Church of Christ is locatcd at 202 West Locust street.
Beginning June 20, Mr. Huffard will be with us preaching
every night at 8.
SECOND BAPTIST CHURCH
Hear the pastor Sunday at 11
A.M. Subject, "In Memory of
the Lord," and at 7:45 P.M., on
the "Exceeding Sinfulness
of
Sin." The Sunday School will
meet at 9:45.
The Bible Conference, conducted by two visiting workers from
Louisville will be held Thursday and Friday nights at 7:45
A cordial invitation is extended
members of the First and Second
Baptist churches to attend.

and
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DAINTY, AIRY pat.
terns that fairly breath
Summer smartness.
Beautiful white shoes
for those occasions
when you want to
look your dressy best.

SCALLAWAG

YOUR No. 17 COUPON EXPIRES JUNE 15th . . .
USE IT NOW!

PRINCETON SHOE CO.
"Fine Shoes Fitted By X-Ray"

tom reimmimionimmii oil om onommuniumm

immontum.

In waffle pique, seersucker, Bemberg, chiffon, and
crepes.
Our regular and larger sizes
are made for us by—

BARBIZON AND PATRICIA LINGERIE

• Madam Renauld
• Famous

Joan Kenley Blouses
Dobbs Hats

• C. H. D. Robbins

$16.95 to $21.95

Our junior sizes-9 to 17—
are made for us by—

• Doris Dodson
• Jackie Hill
• Kitty Fisher

°yeti Depend a IA iity

AND FRIDAY

I

T. Cunningham and sister, Mrs.
C. A. Horn and family. She will
be accompanied by Miss Patsy
Horn who will remain for a visit.

• Bloomfield

The
RONZOLEUM
Crete Burial Vault

FOX CARTooN

Mrs. Irl Stevens will return
to her home in Chicago this week
after several weeks' visit with
Mrs. Joe Cochran, Young Apts.,
her parents, Rev. and Mrs. John
underwent a major operation
Wednesday morning, and is recovering.
Miss Mary Tabor, Fredonia,
is under treatment this week.
Jimmie Dale Owen, Fredonia,
is receiving treatment for injuries he suffered when hit by
an automobile Wednesday.
Archie Kemper, Jr., has been
under treatment for several days.
He is being transferred to a
Nashville hospital.
KENT
Mrs. Alec Robertson„ Mexico.
has been dismissed after a major operation.
Betty Thompson, of the Needmore community, underwent a
tonsilectomy Monday.
Mrs. Virgil Lyons, Dalton, underwent a tonsilectomy Monday.
Mrs. Otho Perryman, Mexico,
underwent a minor operation
Monday and has been dismissed.

Hospital News

And no wonder, because they're made for you by the
better women's designers.
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Society. Personals

. . . those dresses you can put on at a moment's notice
. fresh as a flower, and as colorful and as cool.

—Too, we feature the famous

:aa IImemakers held
..gular meeting Wednesafternoon at the home of
J. E. Hillyard. Mrs. Charles
acting chairman, had
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Wonderful now thru
Summer

FOUNDATION

onia Homemakers

•

CHURCH OF CHRIST
Charles C. Lancaster, Minister
There will be no preaching
Sunday. Sunday school at 10:00
Hugh Lynn Jacob, Nashville,
A.M. Minister will preach at spent last week-end with his
morning and evening service, mother, Mrs. Ruth Jacob and
Sunday, June 13.
sister, Dixie Lois Jacob.
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ANN LOUISE ORIGINALS
For Juniors (By Rexley)
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YANKS LAND AT MASSACRE BAY IN ATTU ISLAND INVASION—American soldiers and equipment are landed on the black
volcanic beach at Massacre bay in the invasion of Jap-held Attu

island, from which they drove to meet another force in a pincers
which has pinned the japs into a fast-shrinking pocket. (Associated Press photo from USN).
—AB Telemat

U. S. Lines Race For Routes

LANDING BARGES SPEED INTO BAY—Looking like Commandos approaching Norwegian fiords, American troops head for
the bleak shores of the west arm of Holtz bay May 11 in the invasion of Attu island in the Aleutians. This navy photo, one of
a series of action pictures taken during the fighting, was made by
a combat unit under fire. (Associated Press photo from USN).
Telemat
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Wanted! Men
Women Who Am
Hard of Hearing

To make this simple
hearing test. If you are is
arilv deafened, bothered*
ing buzzing head
noises
hardened or coagulated
rumen), try the Ourios
Method test that so rnany
enabled them to hear wd
You must hear better at*
ing this simple test or
your meiney back at
about Ourine Ear Drool
at Dawson's Drug Store.

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
into transports in New York of transatlantic route.
College of Agriculture and
a Friday evening and arriving
The seadromes would be spacHome Economics
I A
early Saturday morning for a ed at 800-mile intervals and
OVER
NIGHT
weekend in the English country- would be available to all comYes, it 1.: trut., there*
Bean Beetles
side. Imagine transoceanic planes panies and nations that qualify.
harmless medicated liquid
lifting themselves from big city
The round holes currently in
Airmen say progress in plane
Kleerex that dries up
airports with the regularity of
bean leaves are giving much conover night. Those wlio
suburban busses—every hour on design and construction make all
simple directions and
these predictions probable. Most cern to gardeners, if the letters
the hour.
Kleerex upon retiring
Or picture" a locomotive plane of the major American domestic that keep coming are any indiingly surprised when
lines
are
now
getting
valuable
cation.
These
leaving New York with a train
are nat the work
their pimple had •
These users enthusias •
of six gliders filled with passeng- training, working for the govern- of the Mexican bean beetle, but
ment
and
flying
equipme
Kleerex and claim they
nt for that of the spotted cucumber
ers.
the
armed
longer
forces to England, beetle or of the souther
embarrassed and
Grover Loening, consulting enn bean
happy with their clear
gineer of Grumman Aircraft Cor- Africa, to outposts in the At- beetle, and both leave
when
ions.
Don't
take our WWI
poration and a noted aircraft de- lantic and Pacific. America's pre- their favorite weeds get ready.
use Kleerex tonight. If
signer, says this picture will be war pioneer in oceanic flying, While unsightly, the damag,
...
is
plicatio
n
does
not satisfy,
a post-war reality, with one Pan America Airways, is now op- seldom fatal, but those who wish
your money back. Mete
erating
with
its
subsidia
ries
and may check it by dusting with
glider unhitching over Philadelrisk so do not hesitate.
phia, another over Washington, affiliates over 1130,000 miles of rotenone or with magn?siutn arby Dawson's Drug Store
air
routes,
over Amazon jungles senate and lime, 1 part
still others farther south.
to
6.
The
and
Andes peaks, over the waste- material may
C. Bedell Monro, president of
be applied to the
the Pennsylvania-Central Air- lands of Alaska.
top surface of the foliage, as
The airlines are also getting both
lines, announced recently his
these beetles eat the leaf
company had filed an applica- ready for large-scale commercial through.
trade
abroad
when
peace
makes
tion with the Civil Aeronautical
With the coming of settled
LAMARR, LODER MARRIED—Vienna-born screen actress.
Hedv
Board to construct three steel it possible. In the offices of the warm weather, the Mexican
OPTOMETRIST
Lamarr, and actor John Loder are shown after applying for
a
Civil
Aeronau
tics
Board in Wash- beetle will begin to bestir
islands as "stepping stones" in a
marriag
e
license
Santa
at
Monica. Calif. They were married
himPhone
250
ington, applications for post-war self in
F Nth
Thursday night.
his winter quarters, and
—AP Telemat
routes are piling up.
fly to the gardens, there to stay
The Northeast Airlines of New and
multiply until the beans are War Brings People
England, for example, hopes to entirely
consumed, if that is Back To Old
fly passengers and freight to
Church
cnitt3 faxafive
permitted.
Moscow and other European
Carlisle, Ky. (in—Gasoline raThe coming of the first beetles
cities. A Hawaiian line seeks and
the breeding of the next tioning and the tire shortage are
permission to open a route from generati
on are so insidious that believed responsible for the reLIKE
Hawaii to Los Angeles. A Pitts- many
gardeners ignore them, but newed attendan
burgh freight hauling firm wants the
ce at a 99-yearsecret of this insect's conto operate by air, hauling heavy trolling
old church ten miles from here.
is to "get on the job"
Capital Stock Co. In
equipment like household furni- when it
Ten years ago services were
does. The signal for the
Located at
is safe and rel
ture, refrigerators and pianos, campaig
n's start is when the discontinued at Locust Grove
anywhere in this country and first eggs
Princeton, IC)
P
are seen, about 10 when it was consolidated
Alaska.
with a
110 S. Jefferson
days after the first beetles ap- Carlisle church.
Rationin
g
Airmen say the planes to do pear.
stopped bus service several months
these jobs can be ready, too,
Dusting or spraying then, sur- ago, and it was
YOU WOMEN WHO SUFFEI
decided to rewhen the call comes. Glenn rounds
in the DETROIT Area
all the clusters of eggs novate the old log
Martin, Baltimore aircraft de- that are
building and
laid that generation, to resume services.
When your child needs
signer, and a pioneer in the field ensure
a
lethal doses for the inlaxative plve him on• is• will
of aero-monsters, says transports fant
yrobab/yen
ioy taking -pleasbeetles, sometimes within
The Mediterranean Sea was so
ant tasting_ Strap of
of 125 and 150 tons will be com- only a
It you suffer
Lot
Bieckfew minutes after they called by the ancient
Draught. Given as directed,
nem, distress of irr
mon after the war. Builder of hatch
Latins beft fa atually 1id in action.
to train for work in
nervous—ti
weak,
totbe
out.
tle
cause they believed it to
yet effective.
the 70-ton "Mars"—world's largbe
"Middle-age- period In I
The materials to use are named "the middle of
Yellow
Label
mama
the
Itirectiona
life—try
Lydia E
est flying boat—Martin is said to above,
earth."
but nagnesium arsenate
table Compound It's Itelgi
have a 125-tonner ready for con- may be
nds upon thousands Of
used only until the
struction. It is estimated that forming of pods
neve such annoying
starts; then, a
ollow label directions.
this ship would have a carrying switch
Compoun
must
d Is worth trout
be
made
to
rotenone
,
also Men and Women who have completed
capacity of about 80 tons-20 non-poisonous
to humans in the
tons more than the average rail- amounts
used.
Recognized Training or Refresher Courses
road freight. car. Girdler says
While rotenone could be used
industry could begin at once pro- throughout,
Minimum Age 18 years
it is the part of
ducing planes to carry 400 pas- patriotism,
and economy, too, to
Inexperienced persons will be given 8 weeks' training
sengers.
use arsenate as
The war has proved the prac- be used safely, long as it may
with pay at the following rates:
to save rotenone,
ticability of post-war sky fleets, the supplies
of which are grievFirst 2 weeks at
it
is
said,
the present expansive ously cut down by the
.85 per hr.
Japanese
training of pilots will provide occupation
Second 2 weeks at
of the Dutch East
.90 per hr.
the crews.
Indies,
rotenone
's chief source.
Third 2 weeks at
.95 per hr.
Unlike the other two, Mexican
And, of course, a cordial
Fourth 2 weeks at
New York is only 1,605 miles beetle does
1.00 per hr.
INSURANCE OF
not eat the leaves
reception and
farther from Tokyo than San through,
but feeds only on their
Trainees then should be qualified for semi-skilled
Francisco by air.
careful attention to your
under sides. Accordingly, the
KINDS
sclassifications paying top rates. WOMEN PAID
entertainment
control
material
should
always
SAME HOURLY AS MEN.
Fire takes about 10,000 human be applied
during your stay are yours,
there.
lives annually in the United
always, at
W. C. Sparks
States.
MUST BE DRAFT DEFERRED
Everybody reads The Leader

By John L. Springer
Associated Press Features
New York.—Every hour, on
the hour, air liners hopping off
to London . . .
Flying freights at seven miles
a minute . .
Manhattan to Moscow in seventeen hours . . .
A week-end vacation on the
big-game trail in Africa . . .
Airmen are saying that the
war—and the air force race that
is causing plane makers to send
larger, heavier ships into the
air—is opening the way for such
re vo lu t io nary transportation
changes.
Look at the present giant
Liberator bomber and see it
only as a "toy-plane," as does
Tom M. Girdler, chairman of
the board of Consolidated-Vultee
Aircraft Corporation. He predicts post-war transport ships
carrying 400 passengers at speeds
of more than 400 miles an hour.
Visualize passengers climbing

Dr. Hallie C. W

THE LARGEST BOMBER
PLANT IN THE WORLD
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Comfort

Convenience

Complete Service

PHYSICAL EXAMINATION
EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR ADVANCEMENT
Clean, interesting and pleasant work in new,
building. Minimum 48 hour week-1/2 Regulamodern
r rate
over 40 hours.
Employer Pays Transportation—Individual
rooms for
Men or Women Available.
Those now employed at highest skill of war
work
not considered without written release
from present
employer.
Interviews with Employer's Representative Have
been arranged.

Apply in Person
THURSDAY, JUNE 3
FRIDAY, JUNE 4
9 A. M. to 4 P. M.

United States Employment Service
Elks Building

Hopkinsville, Ky.

THE

Wanted
COWS AND SHEEP
Removed Free of Charge . . . Sanitary Trucks.
Our driver is courteous, answering calls promptly. We pay all phone calls.
—GREASE MAKES BONRS—
Turn Your Dead Stock Into War Materials!

Service Insura
Agency

Glenn E. FarmSam Kollt

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most
centrally located home-away-from-home
, in Kentucky's
metropolis . . . Prices will
conform to your
idea of moderate
charges for service
rendered.
For Reservation
Write—
W. L. STODGILL,
Assistant Manager.
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Fishing Season
Opens In Kentucky

Widows Rem
hoose Servi
(Ai—more out

Knoxville, Tenn. (FP) — Mrs.
Annie Hale went fishing. Her
small grandson went hunting.
Mrs. Hale's hook suddently gave
a jerk. The boy's rifle suddenly
dischraged—accidently.
Mrs. Hale went to the hospital.
Said she: "I would get shot just
when I was getting a bite."

Frankfort, June 2—Thousands
of anglers prepared tackles as
fishing opened in all public
To help owners of machinery
The dream
waters of Kentucky June 1, af30
atist
n.oruyt ()
May
off 0
1,r7.
arrive at rates to charge for
and game
a month's closed season in
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season
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work
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Enterprise, which is
tission at its next AIRCRAFT CARRIER ENTERPRISE IS CITED—The aircraft carrier any
other ship in the U.S. best farming counties of Kenthan
ted! Men And
presentatives of the have caused more damage to the Japanese fleet and air arm
re in the south Pacific, tucky it was found that many
somewhe
Here,
citation.
unit
ial
the
been
has
awarded
president
fleet,
League have advised members of the crew stand at attention while Admiral Chester W. Nhnitz (at microphone, tractors are used less than 10
men Who Are
they are in favor of facing camera). Pacific fleet commander, presents the citation to Capt. S. P. Ginder, Enterprise days in a season. Only a few
rd of Hearing
—AP Telemat were used as much as 100 days.
commander (back to camera). (Associated Press photo from USN).
ke this simple, so
. war is over it might
Where two-plow tractors were
test. If you are
children's work and continue the used 50 days a year the cost
ible to build the hatfened, bothered by
the
Out
Will
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Habit
to make part
building program of the institu- averaged $5.10 a day. Where they
ng head noises
und into a holding
Knoxville, Tenn. (JP)—'What,"
were used only 17 days the cost
or coagulated
will be recommended.
itons
Bobwhite quail or a inquired City Judge Bob Williams
$9.10 a day, and where
try the °urine
(Continued from page One)
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road
rural
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Increase
eat that so many
were kept going an
or game birds, but of a frequent offender, "are you sioner said he will advocate a
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fund from $2,000,000 to $3,000,000, average of 98 days in a season
them to hear well
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t hear better after
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court
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"By increasing the use of farm
ney back at once.
I'm guilty of it."
July 1, 1944, and all State-owned was urged.
machines through exchange or
urine Ear Drops
"Ten days," ruled the Judge, interstate bridges free of tolls
Mr. Donaldson declared he custom work and thereby reducral lay of the land
n's Drug Store.
ontage on Main Elk- "for disorderly conduct—again."
seeks to "advocate and build, not ing the daily cost of using the
1945.
1,
July
room for 250 ponds
to dictate and destroy" and asked machines, all parties benefit,"
LES DISAPP
Increased facilities to accomo- for "constructive aid and sup- says the Experiment Station re-drained bottom land, Northeastern. The Division finds
the attention date tourists who will be brought port".
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Mr. Donaldson listed specific- secondary and should remain
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when multitudes of patriotic in the budget without additional
Kentuckians now engaged as taxes. He said expenditures of
civilians in industrial activities $35,000,000 would be needed in
essential to the war effort find the 1943-44 fiscal year and that
it necesary to seek other em- revenues for the year probably
ployment,—that period when in- would declined to $30,000,000.
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100 Percent War Work
No Experience . . . Age
18 and up
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Agency

Those now employed in
essential activity as defined by War Manpower
Commission will NOT be
considered.
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For this week, each associate has made a special effort
secure for you the best values the market affords.

Smelting
Plant
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Kern-Tone
ROLL ERKOATER

MINX MODES

C601: DOTS LEAD

From 9:A.M. to 4 P.M.

HEART BREAKER
,trashing os o "coke", this cool young Chected
'
6ersycker frosted with Whit• Pique
lhootsler inserts and nipped•in waist bond The swithy
Peplum does things kit the figure The whole
concoction okayed by the Minx Modes College and
Career Girl Committee. Navy, Brow's.
hd Sizes 9 so I,S.

Better Stores Throughout the Country.

WicutsoN
- in-HOPKINSVILLE

THE FASHION PARADE!

Apply

United States
Employment
Service

Inspired designs! Exotic colors! flattering lines!
Blooming perenials for your lighter, brighter moments when you want to look your best! Sleek
jerseys to give you a "slim-as-a-reed" figure yet
emphasize the soft natural lines! They'll stay
fresher and free from wrinkles, too, to save you
endless pressing time! Sizes 12 to 20.

W. 9th St.

Elks. Bldg.

Hopkinsville, Ky.

IN SLENDERIZING LARGE SIZES 38 to 52!
Polka dots .. . coin dots . .. pin dots in
popular navy and white and other cool summer combinations. These gay frocks with their
high-fashion details such as shirred pockets,
novelty necklines really dress you RIGHT for
summer. Also bright new prints in ,sizes 12-20.
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FREQON1A NEWS
(Oy Rached„ rley)
Mr. ancQ1VIrs. Wsqto, - -Wooda
s. J. 8. Quonter ous retUrn- and soris\ alton .4;1, ,tia(Dirnn
ed 40 her home in etroit
ed- ct
Dawson springs, 'Were sues
, after visiting relati
hes
wr4,k of Mr. and Wirs. E
last
. and Mrs.
B. Rase. 3r.,
and daughter, .of Pide Station, Phelps.
Miss Dona Jean Dever, Detro4
visited Mr. and Mr4. J. 13,,Ray
Spending the suminetavith her
Sr. Sunday.
Daily. Vacation
School aunts/Mrs. Aubra Litchi Id, and
Mr. Litchfield..
began\Montiiiy.
Master Wayne and ' onalci
P-.2Vaild'Afrs. Chiarles A. McElroy returnecf to their.
orrte Lowery visited Mr. and MIA
Hdge
ensviiie Wednesday. 1,hey Herman Lowery an Princeton last
ad been vititing Mr. and Mrs. Week.
Mt's. Henson
C. S.,..McTlynvAnd Mrs. J. A.
isiting relal
Parr drib, &het' Mlatives.
tivea in Detre.'
Mr. crikailkle„-).Ncyight has rePvt. and Mrs. Martin Turley
turned- ribthe fl.olti the Walker and Rachel Turaed
vai.
Mr
hospcia; ElpreliNe, 'where be and Mrs. Hata%
pip Salerra
has been a patient • ter two and friendslIten!
Mi
turdayt
Weeks. He
Mrs. Ivan Bennett, Mrs. Chas)
;Rent an operation on hi
bein.g injured Taylor and Miss Frances Young
playing
bas befll se ve r a 1 were in Clarksville plondav
2100 vio,
Months ago.
visiting refitik.esPv'
Miss
j..Ful1er f•Fill
' .Mr. and Mrs. H. F. Glenn were
malaria.recent dinner guests Sunday of
Miss Frances Young spent Wed- Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Turley.
nesday nighl with Miss Barb
Mrs.
Beck and daught,.,
go, are visiting her
E.
E.Cti141A41
,
. L. B. Young, an
brother, Mr. Polk Young and Mrs. Young, and other relative
Mrs. Young in Madisonville SIMI
Mrs. Lee Brantley returped
day.
4pr home in Nashville Frida
*aster Buddy Baker is visiting She was called here by flit ill
his grit ndrnother. Mrs. Jerry ness of her mother, Mrs.1A.
Barnes.
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;last we're able to announce the answer to your Many 'requests for a street floor location of
6t Kentucky's finest men's store . . . Yes, the Cayce-Yost Sport Shop has moved to 904
South Main Street. There you'll find the same fine lines of inen's wear and sporting goods that
made the Sport Shop famous all over the state. You'll find ample room, larger stocks, and In.
creased personnel with years of experience to help you select the finest from the finest.
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Yil miltirtd this move, Cayce-Yost fulfills its duty and pledge to its thousands of customers—many
of them who have bought with confidence for over thirty-eight years. Cayce-Yost' pledge is
simple—the best merchandise obtainable—the lowest prices possible—and the best Service anywhere. For years we have maintained this high standard of quality and it shall continue through
the was years and the years which follow when peace is won.
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We are building NOW for a better world later. We hope that you will favor us with your continued patronage and loyalty in our new store.
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Mrs. T. C. Carroll
Aids Donaldson

02311064

Mrs. T. C. Carroll. of,. Shen, It seems WM** AltabrAga.many
hardsville, nas been appointed parts of Ke9tucky viu
Women's Chairman of the Donaldson Campaign Committee nn- pYariting airh1- 15@ldtlAYI•11 rraifrs
mediately took charge of activi- until ear''Jtifte dfuel*nOliat r.
ties of this division, it .was an- For such late planting, the State
nounced at the headquarters of College of Agriculture s y seed
J. Lyter Donaldson, Democjetc
of outck-maturing hy
candidate for Governor.
varieties should
In accepting the post, Mrs
If planting can
leted
Carroll said she will support the during
the first week
dais
Donaldson candidacy because pro- of
er
June,
hybris
e
r
the
grams in which all Kentucky wo- widely
grown
trelttrt may
men are interested are sincerely be
safell' used. These are tile
advocated by Mr. Donaldson and
two yellow hybrids U. S. 13 mid
that his election will bring about
Ky. 203, and the white hybri
great improVemen,t in education,
69, 72 and 1113
conservation, provision for the
,Where later planting is neces
indigent and care of the State's
Airy, safest plan will be to putwards.
chase seed of hybrids ("V' openMrs. Carroll is present Nationpollinated varieties used in the
al Democratic Committeewoman
more northern parts of . the
from Kentucky, having been apCorn Belt states, Iowa. Illinois,
pointed in 1941. She is also chairIndiana and Ohio. The earliest of
man of the State Cancer Control
these should mature in Kentucky
committee. She was State Demoif plant!ti by July 1.
cratic Women's Chairman for
President Roosevelt in 1940, eind Attorney. They have a son, Thos.
is a former president of the Ken- C. Jr., now ifl the United States
tucky Federation of Women's Army, and a daughter, Betty, a
Club.
student at the University of KenA native of 'Ghent, in Carroll tucky.
county, she is the wife of Thomas
C. Carroll, prominent Kentucky Everybody reads The:
Leadei

Buy It By The case
$7.80
joo,

We're famous for our imported English neckwear . . . made for us in London by Virgoe,
Healey & Virgoe . . and for our equally as good

American patterns by Superba, Coharna and Wilson Brothers ... and there's niore to come.

store was given over to spo
• ing goods and sportswear, and
before the Iiitcprionth was
through, it
*own to include many new and needed
items. In tjae all it
as decided tip
epartment t
re increased usiness cou d be handled more
At the
time the
ere constantly se
the finest
obtainable lines. The rest is
h'stor . Our customers will

am
e
or
r OttAt:P
AM*
. how we had a pintsized fitting 'mom under the. steps .
how we unpacted.peormerchandisc and tried to wait- on customers ati#tisame time . .
every
t1,4160.964
med u of sports coats, slacks,
ties, golf bacligi
tglinis rackets,
and the hun
items that
Made up our stock. Some of you
1,411 FFillanoti iiur,...Arat
et
Fatlidr's
Share Itaisitalter pkeistve in
a „cf.tr.Aim calyce-Yoat. And
t herY, ;%•tieti'The 16arco1iy beearrie
is ful,titeer didult have room to
expand in a normal. manner,. we
knew we had to moVe'.'Sii'Yolifflt
find us now—grown up at last.
U,
estaange
g.tiot
but yo01 findidla fri&
itittrirnhnveislllyclettrostts brandisaf
such as McGregor, Braemar.,
Timely Clothes, Donegal, Stets6H,
Wilson Brothers and the many
4ners that RIake oug store Ids

gam-

=
SHIRTS
Shirts by ,McGregor and WiLson Brothers to
with or slacks, our sweaters, our sport jae
. and in all smart colors. Wilson Brothers
make dress shirts for us . . . for more forntal
occasions during the summer.

SLACKS
Slacks for spring . . Aft gabardine . . . tropical
worsteds . . . sharkskin . . . in sizes for every
an . . made for us by tailors who know how
..viN
out slacks ro fit . . .

M
.M.9 A ot .M.Aemoii
Ifit.
9111 bleOft0

SWEATERS
stal getting our. popular Braemar sc

We're
from ifccs.tland
. . Our McGregor uthistl
knits". bijitIlit pullover, and sleeveless
. •,zi.tm find our sweater stocks the mist
pletf in the state . . And there's more to -
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fraction of the population
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SOCKS

You Nee

PROTECT!

LEISURE WEAR
Our leisure wear with the McGregor la.
all the new styles tram California . • .
prices that make them a welcome
Your wardrobe . . .

SWIM TRUNKS
active
Catalin.i Swim Trunks
. . and
clothes of all kinds . . . riding clothes
special order department of athletic clots.:
still able be supply your needs . • • /
‘e
Special arrangements for schools and tearr.

During these days, when shortagt
nes, it is Vital that
you are protected a!
theft. Many of the
things you might lo
I replace,
but it is better to carry
which will
protect you than fail to ca
;11Ty.

SPORT JACKETS
We've also spi jackets that will mark ,'flest-Dressed
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brand new look
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yet
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See us at any time about insurance
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insurance business and can he
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YANKS FIGHT JAPS AND FOG AT MASSACRE BAY—American soldiers who landed at
Massacre Bay to spearhead one arm of the pincers clamped on the Japs at Attu island in the
Aleutians return the fire of enemy snipers who with the aid of fog and camoflage neared to fire
from mountain crevices. This U. S.. Navy photo from a combat photographic unit is one of the
—AP Telemat
first showing actual combat at Attu.
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• bartender than a bishop
By John Selby
Knoxville, Tenn. (ill—The Rev.
Associated Press Features
"Who else are you going to see and Mrs. George J. Creswel deBaltimore.—The one unchang- 'n Baltimore?" he suddenly decided to observe their 34th weding man in this world is Henry
ands. "Who's worth seeing? ding anniversary a little differLouis Mencken. Forty years ago rouble is, you drop too quickly
ently than previous occasions.
Mr. Mencken whetted a scythe rom Ogden Nash to the lady
So they invited 1,452 guests to
and laid about him in a field of •oets."
their home for a Sunday doublephilistines. Today the same
Here the street is reached. open-house of the 726 couples
scythe is in the same hands; the
encken sees a taxi, raises a the Methodist pastor had married
falling.
same kind of heads are
view halloo. "It's for you," he since 1920.
Mr. Mencken lives on Hollins xplains, pushing you in. He
'Twas some party!
street, but you always see him rudges off, up street, with groin the Baltimore Sun building. eries and cigar.
American farmers have been
He's a director of the Sun, but
asked to produce 57 billion
up
given
he's
duration
the
for
Everybody reads The Leader quarts of milk in 1943.
writing for it.
Sunevery
This was because
day, he says he found his article
surrounded by other articles saying the opposite, and decided
for a while he was an anachronish. He's still anti-administration,
anti-war. He's still truculent, too.
He sits, usually in the straightest chair in the room, inserting
When somebody tells us that he can buy his
his cigar into his round, rapidlysomewhere else for less money, we tell him
insurance
moving mouth, removing it at
once to continue his discourse.
that the experienced service and unquestioned security
His eyes are round, too, and his
offered by this agency are worth the difference,
face. He looks wholly unlike one
of God's angry men, but that he
AND WE MEAN IT.
is. He looks like a good burgher,
partly because he likes to market
for himself, and often appears
lugging a great bag of groceries.
Mr. Mencken has a technique
for being interviewed. It is simTeL 81
111 W. Court Square
ple—he merely starts talking in
the same rich prose he writes.
He talks about anything that
comes int ohis head. He knows
you will remember only a small
part, but that will be enough.
"No", he says, "no more books
of reminiscences., I'm down, now,
to my magazine days, and how
could I write them? Most of the
people are too much alive for
the turth to be told."
The cigar moves in and out,
and Mencken blinks.
"Say," he begins again, "what's
the matter with Red Lewis? That
THAT CAR of yours isn't getting younger, is it? How long
new book of his has a wide-open
it has had thorough overhauling? If you need cash for
since
field, but it reads as if Red were
see us. Money advanced on the most liberal terms
repairs,
afraid of libel."
with as long as one year to pay. For complete information,
Fr om Lewis to politicians
without obligation, come in or phone!
Mencken thinks his magazine
work was a serious chore, his
$50, $100, $250 OR MORE PROMPTLY
newspaper days were fun. He
liked politicians — "like policeCall, Write or Phone
men, they're more dumb than
bad," he says.
Then reformers, which is a
flashback to Lewis' new novel
about professional secretaries of
societies for this and that. "Darrrn
CORPOP AT IONof t::1( INCORPORATED
it," says Mencken, "I don't trust
Maurice French
Phone
2 Market St.
/
1061
'em. If I were sending a daughManager
470
Ky.
Princeton,
er from her to St. Louis I'd a
darn sight rather send her with

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agent
DON'T LET
THIS HAPPEN
TO YOU!

• big argument against a
tax is that it hits the very
come groups too hard and
tends to reduce the Mass
s of living. Protection of
income groups has been an
ic philosophy in American
wmaking.
es tax probably would be
by some Congressmen
of its effect on farmers.
are a large number of
farmers who escape the intax. In fact, some advocates
sales levy cite as one of its
tages the fact that a considle revenue could be obtained
a modest tax paid by all
rs of the farm population.
other argument advanced by
tax advocates is that it
d tend to curtail consumer
g and thus reduce the
r of inflation. They say
a sales levy falls primarily
come that would otherwise
into consumption spending
consequently is a more effecbrake on prices than is an
e tax.
Treasury, which has albeen cold to a sales tax, eslast year that a 10
t levy would yield a yeartie of $5,800,000,000.

1,452 Help Pastor
Celebrate Anniversary

CHEAP INSURANCE
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ing revenue. The Presiin his 1943 budget message
mended an increase of 16
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ponents of a sales tax conit is more effective than an
e tax as a source of revebecause evasion is almost
ible and costs of collection
latively moderate.
urvey made by the BrookInstitution points out that a
fraction of the population
little more in federal taxes
than it did before the war.
fraction includes many perhose incomes have increasa result of the war.
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YANKS GO OVER THE TOP ON ATTU—In the face of Jap fire from the fringe of low-hanging
fog banks. American soldiers advance after making their first landing on Attu island. Fog ob—AP Telernat
scures the mountains in this picture. (Associated Press photo from USN)
ago.
year
a
of
acreage
producers
300
by
be
grown
will
Among The
in Hopkins county for the White
It is estimated that Monroe
Plains and Mortons Gap canning county has doubled its truck
County Agents
factories.
Approximately 1,000 acres of
patches and gardens this year,
Erroll Spencer, Utopia club
the
times
hybrid corn, or three
member of Barren county, is sup- while tomatoes were increased
usual amount, will be grown in plying free hybrid seed corn for 50 percent.
Neighborhood leaders in Montplanting to 4-H club members.
Laurel county.
production, the gomery. county are credited with
food
in
aid
To
marketcooperative
A farmers'
West Liberty Commercial bank convincing folks there of the
ing association has been formed
Morgan county is loaning value of planting certified seed
in
and incorporated in Pulaski
to 4-H clubsters for the potatoes.
money
county to sell potatoes, vegetaMcLean county homemakers'
purchase of livestock.
bles and eggs.
Members of homemakers' clubs club members contributed $80 to
Ward Renaker of Harrison
in McCracken county will help the furnishing of a Red Cross
county sold two heifers and a
can food for school lunches for room at Camp Breckenridge.
Lexington
calf for $910 at the
Twice as many chicks are benext winter.
Angus sale, and George Midden
raised this year in Simpson
have
ing
farmers
county
Carroll
sold a yearling heifer and bull signed up to produce 200 acres county as have been previously
for $650.
of tomatoes, more than twice the raised.
Three hundred acres of cucumand
Ohio
in
grown
be
bers will
DaviC.SS counties this year.
Six hundred acres of tomatoe-

You Need

PROTECTION
regor label
rnia . . . and
ome addition

en4 active
clothes . • •
letic clothing
and teams.

11 mark You a/
•0101thg4410
look.
"
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During these days, when shortages seen in all
lines, it is vital that you are protected against fire and
theft. Many of the things you might lose are difficult
to replace, but it is better to carry the insurance

INSPECT COOLING SYSTEM
TRANSMISSION AND DIFFERENTIAL
DRAIN AND REFILL CRANKCASE with Diamond 760 Motor Oil
GUARANTEED LUBRICATION for Chassis and Body

Which will protect you than fail to carry it and be
sorry,

See us at any time about insurance problems. We
know the insurance business and can help you in preParing

adequate coverage in all lines.

Check-Up and Change-Over NOW
—More Vital To Your Car than ever before
"Next to wives, sweethearts and letters from home,
among things our soldiers mention most is Coca-Cola.
Of course, our fighting men meet up with Coke many
places overseas. But Coca-Cola got there first. Yes
siree, Coca-Cola has been a globe-trotter since way
back when. It has been sold in more than 100 foreign
lands.

Service Insurance
Agency
S.

Harrison

Street.

Phone 490

"Even with war and so many Coca-Cola bottling
plants in enemy-occupied countries, our fighting men
are delighted to find Coca-Cola being bottled right
on the spot in so many places around the globe.
And do they go for it when they find it! Who doesn't?"
COMPANY BY
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA-COLA

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO
01

^

Your Diamond D-X Dealer is ready to condition your car for hot weather
driving. He is specially trained and has the equipment to check your car
thoroughly and to provide every essential preventive and protective service. A seasonal check-up and change-over this summer is more necessary
than ever before because of the increased costs of repairs and the scarcity
of repair parts. Let your Diamond D-X Dealer Summerize your car today!

There are hundreds of gasolines

But Only One DX

D-X SERVICE STATION
R. M. OLIVER, Prop.
Corner Market & N. Jefferson Sts.

Phone 29-W
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radio school, visited his parents,
Cumberland Gap
LIBRARY BOARD
near Princeton last week.
Park Bill Signed
* * *
HONORS F. E. SHATTUCK
Charles Nichols, U. S. Army,
(By Associated Press)
WITH RESOLUTIONS
Washington.—President Roosestationed
at
Maxwell Field,
We, the members of the LiMontgomery, Ala., has returned velt has signed a bill which in
Board, feel deeply our loss
brary
after a furlough here with his effect reduces the size of the
pasinc of Mr. Frank Shatthe
in
Mrs. Fred Cumberland Gap National HisCarl and Bud West, USN, sta- parents, Mr. and
Chairman of the Board.
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Narrowly Escapes
From Live Wire

Red Cross Macaroni or Spaghetti

Soft Cheeses

Red Cross Macaroni or Spaghetti, the
brand and quality that
most everyone knows in this locality,
long pkg.

were put on the Rationed
Foods List June 1

Crumb Cakes
Cakes
Peanut Buffer "::::liidty'ilabr 53tt
Furniture Polish "•
19(
H
Pop Corn i0

Marshmallow 13
(
Nut
lb. 23(

Pink Snowdrop

But Not

Cottage Cheese
which you still can buy according
to your needs

lb. 1.121(

V

5c
n,

Red Bird soft

Toilet Tissue
lye
Shredded Ralston

71.

2 rolls

Babbitt's Concentrated

1

can

14

bite-size whole wheat ho,

co—lg.

24-oz btl.

Searchlighte L

Matches
U
Bab°
k
Javah
1 lb 19(
Pancake Flourpk7:7:g.25( Spic and Span
Corned Mutton'72V:re:29
New Red Triumph Potatoes
10 pound,50
ot Sauce NlacGowan's

hoses 29(
box 5c
(the brand & kind used for generations

bottle

the grease dissolving

Mor-Zip—Yellow

_

1

cleanser

oz. can
10C'
guaranteed every grain to
Pels

beverage cereal

pkg 23(

I

Our Pure Cottage Cheese is wholesome,
easily digested
Hot Weather Food.

Highly nutritive and an Ideal

imrsonsores-ausiotissios

CRESCENT WALLPAPER CLEANER
3 cans . . . 23c
can

Small Tender
YELLOW SQUASH

FRESH TOMATOES

Use Plenty Of Cottage Cheese

Large Size
HEAD LETTUCE
White Texas
ONIONS

••••

PRINCETON CREAM & BUTTER CO.
BASIL T. DAUM, Prop.
Main at Cadiz St.
Phone 1 6 1

•

each

Large Green
HELL PEPPERS
Large size Sun Kist
LEMONS

Fresh fruit, fresh
vegetables, fresh meat.
More

for

your

Money

do, 21(
all

Illy
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CASH
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